
 Different Jerseys 
 
 Also called the maillot jaune, the Tour de France yellow jersey is the most coveted item of clothing in 

 professional cycling. The wearer is the rider who has completed the race in the least amount of time, 
 and as such tops the overall or general classification (GC) of the race.  
 
 The green jersey (maillot vert) is awarded to the rider with the most points. Stage winners get the 
 most points, with les s points awarded to those that cross second, third, etc. The number of points on 
 offer will vary depending upon the type of stage – with more on offer during pure sprinter’s days. 
 The points are then tallied up after each stage and added to points won in all previous stages.  
  
 Mountains points are awarded to riders who crest the Tour de France’s climbs first. The amount of 
 points awarded depends on the severity or ‘category’ of the mountain – the bigger it is, the more 
 points are on offer.  Climbs are divided into five categories: 1 (most difficult) to 4 (least difficult) – then 
 there’s the ‘Hors Categorie’, denoted by HC which represents the most challenging of ascents.  
 
 The least distinctive of all of the classification jerseys – it’s plain white – is awarded to the under-26 
 rider who has completed the Tour de France in the least amount of time. This jersey was first 

 introduced in 1975.  

 
The Race  
 
The race was first organised in 1903 to increase sales for the newspaper L’Auto and is 
currently run by the Amaury Sport Organisation. The race has been held annually since 
its first edition in 1903 except when it was stopped for the two World Wars. As the 
Tour gained  popularity, the race was lengthened and its reach began to extend around 
the globe. Participation expanded from a primarily French field, as riders from all over 
the world began to participate in the race each year. The Tour is a UCI World Tour 
event, which means that the teams that compete in the race are mostly UCI World 
Teams, with the exception of the teams that the organisers invite.  
Traditionally, the race is held primarily in the month of July. While the route changes 
each year, the format of the race stays the same with the appearance of time trials, the 
passage through the mountain chains of the Pyrenees and the Alps, and the finish on 
the Champs-Elysees in Paris. The modern editions of the Tour de France consist of 21 
day-long segments (stages) over a 23-day period and cover around 3,500 kilometres 
(2,200 mi). The race alternates between clockwise and anti-clockwise circuits of France.  
 
There are usually between 20 and 22 teams, with eight riders in each. All of the stages 
are timed to the finish; the riders' times are compounded with their previous stage 
times. The rider with the lowest cumulative finishing times is the leader of the race and 
wears the yellow jersey.  

Last 7 years GC winners 

The overall race leader gets to wear the yellow 

jersey and are in the lead of the General 

Classification GC 

YEAR WINNERS HOME   GC WINNER 

2012  Great Britain     Bradley Wiggins 

2013  Great Britain     Chris Froome 

2014  Italy     Vincenzo Nibali 

2015  Great Britain     Chris Froome 

2016  Great Britain     Chris Froome 

2017  Great Britain     Chris Froome 

2018  Great Britain     Geraint Thomas 

Last 5 years Grand Depart locations 

The Tour de France is also known as "Le Tour" for 

short, and the first day of the race is called "Le 

Grand Depart" which means “The Big Start". The 

Tour de France doesn't just take place in France - 

most years it has some stages in other countries 

YEAR COUNTRY HOST 

2014  UK Leeds 

2015  Netherlands Utrecht 

2016  France Mont Saint-Michel 

2017  Germany Düsseldorf 

2018  France Noirmoutier-en-

  l'Île 

Tour De France facts: 

• The Tour de France is the worlds longest cycle race that takes place over 23 days and covers over 2,200 
miles.  

• The year 2002 would have been the 100th race, but the Tour de France was cancelled during World War 
1 and World War 2, so the 100th Tour de France did not take place until 2013. 

• Some stages are flat and fast, and others are very mountainous. There are several stages which are 
called time trials. 

• The rider with the greatest number of wins is actually shared by four riders, who have each won the 
Tour de France 5 times: Jacques Anquetil, Bernard Hinault, Miguel Indurain & Eddie Merckx 

• The youngest rider ever to win the Tour de France was Henri Comet – he was only 19 years old when he 
won in 1904. 

• The oldest person to win the Tour de France was Firmin Lambot, who was 36 years and 4 months old 
when he won in 1922. 

• The rider who has taken the most time to complete the race is known as the 'lanterne rouge' or red 
lantern, named after the red lights on the back of a car so it can be seen at night. 

• Only four Briton's have even won the Tour de France - Bradley Wiggins in 2012, Chris Froome in 2013, 
2015 and 2016, 2017 and Geraint Thomas in 2018 

• Women are not allowed to compete in the Tour de France, although since 2014 there has been a 
women's race on the final day, called "Le Course".  The first winner was the Dutch cyclist Marianne Vos. 



Tour de France - Vocab 
1. Maillot jaune _____________________________________________________ 

2. Green Jersey______________________________________________________ 

3. White Jersey______________________________________________________ 

4. Polka Dot Jersey___________________________________________________ 

5. 1903  ___________________________________________________________ 

6. L’Auto ___________________________________________________________ 

7. Amaury Sport Organisation__________________________________________ 

8. Pyrenees ________________________________________________________ 

9. Alps_____________________________________________________________ 

10. Champs-Elysees ___________________________________________________ 

11. 100th Tour de France ______________________________________________ 

12. youngest rider ____________________________________________________ 

13. oldest person _____________________________________________________ 

14. 'lanterne rouge'___________________________________________________  

15. Women__________________________________________________________ 

16. Grand Depart_____________________________________________________ 

 

What else I would like to 
know……………………. 


